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Relative Influence of Accelerometer and
Displacement Transducer Signals in Road

BoHpeN T. KurerowsKl, JoHx J. Hu¡nv, AND Jelrans C. Wenlnoro

Roughness Measurements

Highway agencies conduct regular testing programs to monitor
road roughness characteristics. Measurement of road rough'
ness does not present an extremely challenging problem con-
ceptually. On the other hand, the cost of the measuring equip'
ment is signilïcant. In this paper, the possibility of evaluating
road roughness without an accelerometer is considered. The
analysis of the frequency characteristics of displacement trans'
ducer and acceterometer signals indicates that the latter signal
carries very little additional profile-related information within
the frequency range of interest in the measurement of road
roughness. The analytical conclusions are confirmed by sta-

tistical analysis of actual road roughness data.

Roughness is a property of pavement surface that affects not

only ride comfort but also highway safety and vehicle energy

consumption. Highway agencies conduct regular testing pro-
grams to monitor road roughness characteristics' From a con-

ceptual standpoint, measurement of road roughness does not

present an extremely challenging problem. On the other hand,

the cost of the measuring equipment is a significant factor in
the evaluation of road roughness. The cost of commercially

available profilometers ranges from $35,000 to over $250,000'

The cost of response-type road roughness meters is signifi-

cantly lower, but these devices require periodic calibration
using profilometers.

The technique most widely employed in the United States

for obtaining road profile data is measurement of acceleration
and displacement between the test vehicle and the road sur-

face with an inertial profilometer (1). High-pass filtering of
the accelerometer signal followed by double integration gives

a record of the absolute vertical position of the vehicle body.

The displacement signal is then subtracted from the integrated

accelerometer signal to produce the road profile record, which

can be further processed to obtain road roughness measures.

An alternative approach to determining road roughness was

proposed by V/atugala (2). In this method the calculation of
the elevation profile is eliminated, and road roughness index

values are generated by the quarter-car model using the accel-

erometer and displacement transducer signals as the inputs.

This simplifies somewhat the data processing involved, but

the procedure is still relatively complex and costly.
In this paper, the possibility of evaluating road roughness

without an accelerometer is considered. The analysis of the

frequency characteristics of displacement transducer and

accelerometer signals indicates that the latter signal carries
very little additional profile-related information within the
frequency range of interest in the measurement of road rough-
ness. The analytical conclusions are confirmed by statistical
analysis of actual road roughness data.

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE QUARTER.CAR
MODEL

An objective measure of road roughness is based on the dynamic

response of the standard quarter-car model, which is shown

in Figure | (3, 4). The quarter-car dynamics is described by

the following equations:

M"2" + C"(2" - 2,) + K,(2" - 2,,) : 0

M,,2,, - C"(2" -2,,) - K,(2, - zu) = K,(w - 2,,) (2)

The road roughness index is expressed as

2,,)dl

The road profile, w, is calculated using the equatiolr

a

I
*Ø = J a(r) drdr - x(t) (4)

*n"r" åtn the displacement transducer signal' x(t), and

the accelerometer signal, a(t), are recorded by an inertial
profilometer.

A transfer function block diagram of the quarter-car model

employed in road roughness analysis is shown in Figure 2.

Road profile, lV(s), is the input signal to the system. The
displacement transducer and accelerometer lesponses to the

input are generated through the transfer functions G*rr(s)
and G*o(s), relating vehicle body displacement to road pro-

file, and body acceleration to road profile, respectively:

G*rr(s) =

and

G*o(s) =

L
f

Rn.= tlLJQ,-
0
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FIGURE I Standard quarter-car
model.

The relative displacement of the two masses y(t) = z"(t) -
2,.(f) represents the system output. It is related to the dis-
placement transducer and the accelerometer signals through
transfer functions Gr,r(s) and Go"(s) so that

Y(s) = Gnr(s) .ä(s) + G,.r(s) + ,4(s) (7)

Using Equations L and 2, and noting that

11(s)=2"(s)-W(s) (8)

the detailed expression for G*¡(s) in terms of the quarter-
car model parameters can be obtained as shown in the Appen-
dix, Equation A1.

Also, taking the Laplace transform of equation 4 we have

1

w(s) = *¿trl - H(s) (e)

and hence the profile-acceleration transfer function can be
found as

G*"(s) = s'[1 + G*,, (s)] (10)

A detailed expression for G*o(s) is also given in the Appen-
dix, Equation A2.

The other two transfer functions, G,,"(s) and Go"(s), can
also be expressed in terms of the quarter-car model param-
eters as shown in the Appendix, Equations A4 and 45. In
order to compare the relative effects of the displacement
transducer and accelerometer signals on the output signal
Y(s), the power spectral densities of the two signals will be
considered. First, the power spectral densities of l'l(7or) and
A(jø) are related to the power spectral density of the input
profile signal, W(ir), as follows:

S"(l'r) = S'(l'o)' lG*"(t'r)l'
and

S"(7'o) = s*(/'.,r)' lG*"(i't)l'
Next, the power spectral densities of the two components

of Y(7'<o), one due to I/(j<o) and the other due to A(io), are
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expressed as

S"'(ito) = S"(l'o) 'lG""(l'r)l'

S""(ir) = S"(t't¡) . lG""(lr)l'
Combining Equation 11 with Equation 13, and Equation

12 with Equation 14, the expressions for the power spectral
densities of the relative body-suspension displacement com-
ponents caused by the displacement transducer and acceler-
ometer signals, S"r(l'r) and Srr(7<o), are found:

S""(l'r) : S*(lr) lG*¡¡(jor)l'zlG,r"(lr)l'

S"t(,1'<,r) = S*(7'o) | G*"(io) l'?l G""(7'to) l,

In order to evaluate the relative effects of the displacement
transducer and accelerometer signals on the relative axle-body
displacement the function G(to) is introduced defined as

(13)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

o(a):#B

, \ lG*"(,¡'o)l'?lGo"(l'r)l'
o t o ) = ic* (/',Fiõ"f /'r) f-

(17)

Using equations 15 and 16, o(to) can be represented by

(1 1)

(12)

(18)

Employing previously derived equations for the transfer
functions on the right hand side of Equation 18, o(to) can be
expressed in terms of the quarter-car palameters, (see Equa-
tion A6 in the Appendix).

The plot of o(co) is shown in Figure 3. Function o(o) , intro-
duced above, represents a measure of the relative effect of
accelerometer and displacement transducer signals on the axle-
body displacement, which, in turn, is used to determine road
roughness, Equation 3. It can be observed from Figure 3 that
o(or) decreases rapidly with the increasing wave number of
the road profile. For profile wave number equal to approxi-
mately 0.05 cycle/ft the power spectral density of the axle-
body displacement related to the accelerometer signal con-
stitutes only about 10 percent of the axle-body displacement
cornponent related to the displacement transducer signal. It
can therefore be concluded that for wave numbers equal to
or greater than approximately 0.05 cycle/ft the dynamics of
the axle-body displacement can be accurately represented by
the displacement transducer signal only. In a recent study (5)
it was found that a subjective measure of road roughness
correlates best with the objective measure, represented by
the roughness index given by Equation 3, in the range of
frequency from 0.125 to 0.63 cycles/ft. It can be seen in Figure
3 that the contribution of the accelerometer signal to the road
roughness measure within this frequency range is negligible
in comparison with the displacement transducer signal. This
analytical conclusion will be verified by statistical analysis of

FIGURE 2 lllock diagram of the system generating relative axle-body displacement.
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FIGURE 3 Function o(ct) representing relative effect of
âccelerat¡on and d¡splacement signals on axle'body
displacement.

actual road roughness data, which is presented in the next

section.

STATISTICAL ANALYSß

In order to validate the lesults of the analytical considerations
presented in the previous sectiorl, a statistical analysis of actual

data collected on 15 l'oad sites in Central Pennsylvania was

performed. The data were used to calibrate the Pennsylvania

DOT's Mays meters (ó).
First, the roughness index values were calculatecl for a full

quarter-car model using Equation 3. Both the displacement
transducer and the accelerometer signals were used as inputs.
Next, the accelerometer signal was rejected and only the dis-

placement transducer signal was used as the input to the quarter-

car model. This model, with a displacement transducer signal

only, will be referred to as the reduced model. The roughness

index values were averaged over 0.25-mi intervals. Each road
site was 0.5 mi long, and the total number of data points was

30. A regression analysis was performed to yield the following
two equations for 25 mph and 40 mph:

Âo. : 3.68 + 1.58Råc at 25 mph

and

Âoc = 5.66 + 1.58Rðc at 4o mph (20)

where carets and asterisks are used to denote road roughness

index values obtained with the full and leduced models,

respectively.
The standard deviation between the road roughness index

values obtained from the quarter-car model, Ro., and the

values predicted by equations 19 and 20, Roc was found to

be 8.51 in/mile and 8.53 in/mile, respectively. The correlation

INDEX FOR REDUCED MODEL,
Rð", inches/rnile

FIGURE 4 Correlation between roughness index values
obtained with standard and reduced quarter'car models at
25 mph.

coefficients characterizing the relationship between the com-
plete and the reduced model were 0.99 and 0.98, at 25 mph
and 40 mph, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the regression Equations 19 and 20 are statistically meaningful
at both speeds. These results are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

In order to further evaluate the usefulness of the reduced
model, calibration of the Pennsylvania DOT's Mays meter
was performed using the reduced modél, and the results were
compared with those obtained usirrg a complete quarter-car
model (ó).

The following formulas were obtained with the quartet-car
model as the calibration standard:

Âo. = 9.62 + 0.7272RMM at 25 mph (21)

and

Âo. = 13.1 + 0.664RMM at 40 mph

ROUGHNESS INDEX FOR REDUCED MOOEL,
Räc , inches/mile

FIGURE 5 Correlatiolr betrveen roughness index values
obtained with standard and reduced quârter'car n¡odels af
40 mph.
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FICURE I Mays meter cal¡bration data using reduced
quarter.car model at 25 mph.

reference. The following relations were obtained:

Âo" = 14.0 + 1..29R3c ar 25 rnph

Âo. = 4.06 + 1.53Rðc at 35 mph

Âo. : 11.6 + 1.60Råc at 55 mph

(2s)

(26)

(27)
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FIGURD 6 Mays meter calibration data using standard
quarter-car model at 25 nph.

The distribution of the experimental data is shown in Fig-
ures 6 and 7. Using the reduced quarter-car model as the
calibration standard, the following equations were obtained:

Rå. = 9.03 + 0.456RMM at 25 mph (23)

Rð. : 6.97 + 0.401RMM at 40 mph (24)

The distribution of the calibration data is shown in Figures g
and 9. The standard deviations of the measured data from
the corresponding regression models \ryere found to be sig-
nificantly smaller for the reduced ¡nodel at both speeds: 7.g5
versus 12.68 at 25 rnph and 9.84 versus 11.53 at 40 rnph.

An important aspect of the Mays meter calibration pro-
cedure is its sensitivity to speed. In order to investigate the
speed effect, the road roughness index values obtainecl with
the reduced model at 25 mph, 35 mph, and 55 mph were
correlated, with the qualter-car model at 40 mph used as the

MAYS METER ROUGHNESS tNOEX, inches/mite

FIGURE 7 Mays meter calibration data using standard
quarter-car model at 40 mph.

The regression lines described by the above equations,
togethel with the line given by Equation 20 obtained for 40
mph, are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the effect
of speed is very slight between 35 to 55 rnph and that only
the results obtained for 25 mph differ silnificantly.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained from both the theoretical and the exper-
imental data analysis indicate that the amount of relevant
information carried by the accelerometer signal within the
frequency range related to the profile wavelengths that affect
road roughness is marginal. The determination of standard

o 70 t40 zto 280 3sO

MAYS METER ROUGHNESS tN0EX, inches/mile

FIGURB 9 Mays meter calibration data using reduced
quarter-car ¡nodel at 40 mph.
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FIGURE l0 Effect of speed on Mays meter
calibration lines using rcduced quarter-cal'
model.

road roughness measures can, therefore, be accomplished using

the body displacement data only. Elimination of the acceler-

ometer will certainly simplify the hardware of the road rough-
ness measurement system; but, more important, it will also

allow the software necessary to generate the roughness index
to be limited to the processing of the displacement transducer
signal. The computational process of calculating the road
roughness index without double integrating the accelerometer
signal will thus become considerably less expensive.

The results of the analysis presented in this paper, which
were obtained with actual displacement and acceleration data,
confirm the feasibility of the proposed reduced quartel'-car
model when used solely for the purpose of roughness index
determination.
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APPENDIX

Combining Equations I and 2 and taking a Laplace transfor-
mation, the transfer function G*r' (s) relating the displace-
ment transducer signal to the road profile is obtained:

G*"(s) =

_sa + C,IM, + C,lM,,s3 + KJM, + K,/M,, + K,lM,,s2

B(s)
(A1)

where the polynomial B(s) is
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-M¡r7,Substituting this for¡n into Equation 1 yields the following

expression for the transfer function G*^ (s):

/\ C,K,|M,M,,s3 + K,K,lMrM,,s2
urve(s) = B(r)

B(s) = * * #,* *9,,r * #,* #,,

K,IM,, S2
unv(s,l = B(r)

G,,',(s) = ry#

The transfer functions G,,r(s) and G"r(s) can also be obtained
from the model equations I and 2:

(^2)

(A3)

(A4)

(As)

Letting s : /b in Equations 41, A3, A4 and A5 and substi-
tuting into Equation 18, the expression for o(to) is found as

follows:

o(ø)

(K,K,lM,M,,)2 * a2 (C"K,lM"M,,)2

,, l(-,' * #"* #,. 
u;,)'. *(#". t;,)'l

(46)
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